, it was shown that the Burau representation is not faithful for n 2 9. This result raises the natural question: For which n is the Burau representation faithful? In this note we sharpen some of the methods of [6] and this enables us to show: THEOREM 1.9. The But-m representation is not fuithful fur n 2 6.
Since the case n = 3 is known to be faithful by [SJ, this shows that only two cases remain to be resolved. Our ideas produce a new criterion which is necessary and sufficient for the Burau representation on n-strands to be faithful. To be specific, with the notation establishcd in $1 WC show: This should be contrasted with the method of [6] which in this context involves a passage from n to n + 2. In fact our methods produce examples which are substantially simpler than those constructed in [6] at least measured by crossing number. This obstruction can also be used to give elements in the kernel of the representation obtained from the Burau reprcscntation of the five strand braid group by reducing all coefficients modulo 2. Some extra ideas arc required in order to keep some of the linear algebra under control and we need to appeal to the following result regarding Burau matrices: THEOREM 1.1. Suppose thrlt a Burrru mrrcrix M (with all the usual buses for the relevant vector spaces) has ones on the diclgond und zeroes below the diagonal. Then M is the Identity
M0tri.Y.
This may also be of independent interest. In passing we also note: THEOREM 1.4. The kernel of the Burau representation is a characteristic subgroup of B,.
THE EXAlMt'LES
To place this work in context, we review briefly some of Moody's ideas, beginning with some generalities. Let F. be the free group of rank n. This has automorphism group Aut(F,); by convention this acts on the free group on the left. Our interest here will be in the subgroups E, the (n-strand) braid group. Full information about this group and its properties can be found in [I]; we briefly recall the main facts to which we shall appeal. The group E,, we define to be the subgroup of Aut(F,) generated by the automorphisms {Oil 1 < i I n -l} where the action of oi is given by:
Xi + XiXi+ 1 X,' I Xj --c Xj j$i,i+ 1.
We also recall a classical construction for the Burau representation of the braid group. Let F be a disc with n puncture points and with basepoint p. on dF. If we consider orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of F modulo isotopies fixed on dF u {punctures}, this group is also isomorphic to B, where the generator Ui corresponds to the automorphism which twists to the right. Our notation for the generators of z,(F,p,) = F, is that they are the based loops which are oriented anticlockwise as shown in Fig. 1 . For obvious reasons we refer to the arcs xi as generating arcs. Let a: n,(F) + Z be the map which carries a word to its exponent sum in the given free generators.
Then this defines a covering p: F'-, F to which the braid group lifts. If we identify the covering group as Z written multiplicatively with generator t, we may consider the homology H,(F) as a module over A = Z[c* '1 where it becomes finitely generated and free of rank n -1. The braid group acts (by convention on the left) via module automorphisms and this gives an n -1 dimension representation over A; the reduced Burau representation. For us, it will also bc necessary to do something mildly different. Let {co} be the full preimage of the basepoint in ?and consider the relative group H,(F; {to}), where all cycles arc compact. One can lift the given basis for F, to a set of generators for H,(F; Ii,,}). It follows that this is also fret and is n-dimensional as a A-module. The action of B, gives the (unreduced) Buruu representation.
The natural map H,(F)+ H,(F; {co}) --, H,({fio})
shows that this latter rcprcsentation is reducible: we shall denote it by /I. Observe that if this rcprcscntation fails to be faithful for some m, then it is not faithful for all n 2 m. One can compute the images of braid by using the free differential calculus-this is done in [I], for example. However, one of the ideas of Moody is to take a new approach. Let rj be Suppose that I represents some homology class in H,(f; {PO}), then we set:
where (IX, r'g,) is the algebraic intersection number of the two arcs in f.
Given an arc a in the surface based at po, we adopt the convention that it is to be lifted into F'in level 4 where q is the hole immediately to the left of the first crossing point of a and the line L of Fig. 1 . With this convention we may now describe the Burau matrix of any braid e. To avoid confusion we shall use bold face to mean the vector in H,(E; {co}) which a class represents, SO that the lift OF the arc Xi is the basis vector xi in H,(F; {i,}). Then:
This is really only a re-formulation of the classical treatments-but it has the advantage that one can work in F rather than in I? As an example/exercise we observe that with our (a) Suppose that n is such that whenever a simple based arc a in F has Imoj = 0, this implies that a cun be isotoped off rj. Then the Burau representation of B, is faithful.
(b) Suppose that n is such that one can find an arc a in F which is the image under some braid group element of one of the generating arcs, for which 1. w, = 0 but a cannot be isotoped ofl e,. Then the Burau representation of Bn+2 is not faithful.
Remark. The statement of [6] actually uses the stabilization n to n + 3; this is because more general arcs than images of generating arcs are allowed. This does not alter the proof given below substantially.
Proof: (a) Consider the image of the arc x1. If/I(a) is the identity then (*) together with the hypothesis implies that 0(x,) can be isotoped off Cz,. . . . . . , tn. From this it is easy to see that a(~,) must be x1. The theorem follows by induction. (b) We add two extra points to the diagram-in order not to confuse notation we regard the disc as the complex plane and our given points to be 1,. . . , n. The new points are to be added at 0 and at n + 1. The given a lies in a natural way in the complement of the points (0,. . . , n + I}. Let C be the curve shown in Fig. 2 , where the only intersections of C and a are the obvious ones of that figure. Let Tc be the Dehn twist about the curve C. This is clearly an element of B,, 2 and in fact lies in the subgroup generated by B,, . . . , u,. Crucially one observes that since I.w, = 0 we have that for all k, I. wk = j=,# wk despite the fact that the arcs a and Tea must be different, since a could not be isotoped offt,. In terms of linear algebra, we see that a produces an eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue I for the matrix j?( T,). 
(**)
where the first column arises by virtue of the fact that we never used the generator u,, and the second column is by our careful arrangement. Now we notice that jI(ae) only moves the first two vectors in our n + 2 dimensional vector space from which it follows that if we form the commutator [a,,, JI-'.Te.$] this has Burau matrix of the form # x1 by choice. The proof is completed by observing that we could repeat this procedure several times to produce noncommuting braids all of whose images lie inside this unipotent subgroup and then a high commutator gives the required element of the kernel. II This last part of the proof is somewhat unsatisfactory, as it suggests that the example might need to be very large. However we can sharpen it by: In particular, we already have the identity matrix at (i).
Proof: It is shown in [4] WC now proceed inductively. The condition coming from the fact that the (I, 2) entry must bc 2' is (j. + >)n + i.3 = i' . , so that u must be identically zero. Now given that LI = 0. the conditions reading down the third column arc: i. + i. 1 is gcncrically nonsingular, it follows that b and c must be identically zero. In general, it is easy to see that one obtains a matrix equation coming from the k x k leading minor of J, and since these are all nonsingular, it follows that all the ofi diagonal entries are zero, completing the proof. II Moody's proof is completed by showing that such arcs exist-the one drawn in [6] lies in the complement of eight points so that the Burau representation of B,,, is not faithful. Our idea for producing smaller examples is based on the fact that the procedure of [6] is somewhat wasteful in its addition of two extra points. We give a criterion which enables one to add no extra points at all. In order to do this, we observe the following consequence of 1.1: Jirsf colwwt is (I, 0, 0, . . . , 0) An easy exercise in linear algebra now reveal that the action of the commutator 00 -'M-'o,M has the form (t) where the difference between the given matrix and the identity in the k-th column is rk(e, -a;'e,) for k 2 1. We deduce that air = 0 as was required.
COROLLARY I .2. A Buruu rmurix tthse
II
The first ingredient in our criterion is based on the fact that an arc which passes over the holes i and i + I without passing between is clearly fixed by ai; so that if we choose a simple arca which has the same weights as such an arc (which is to say that the weights are equal over [i and ii+ ,) . the vector of weights coming from a must be fixed by p(oi). If we can arrange that the arcs is not geometrically fixed and is the image of a generating arc, this already gives a sharpening of Thcorcm I. For WC may choose a braid IJ which throws .Y, to a. Then the braid $-'.Ci. $ has Burau matrix whose first column is the same as that of the identity matrix. By adding only a single point, at 0, WC arc back in the situation of a matrix having the shape of ( ** ). The proof now concludes as in Thcorcm 1, Thus we have shown: TWOREM 1.3. Suppose tittrt II is such tltut there exists un arc r which is rhe imuye 01 ii yeneratiny arc und ji)r which f1 wi = {a q + , but a pusses geometrically between the holes i and i -t I. Then the Buruu representulion is not f%llful on B, + , .
Although this will be improved in 1.8 below, it is worth observing this explicitly, since it gives examples with a rather smaller number of crossings than 1.8 and [6] .
Exumple A. An arc of the type required by 1.3 which lies in a 6-punctured disc is shown in Fig. 3 ; the arca is the neighbourhood of the arc shown in that figure. The reader may easily check that II w5 = j,a6. The braid word in B6 which throws x1 onto this arc is II/ = ~;'u;'a5~;'aJd;'6;'a~'~~'~,~,~*~~~~~~'~~'u*.
It follows that the braid [ao, IJ-' .g5.$J is a 'I-braid in the kernel of the Burau representation.
By its construction it is actually forced to be a nontrivial braid, however one can also easily check that the braid closure has a nontrivial 3-component sublink. This example has 68 crossings in braid form; the 9-strand example of [6] has 88. In writing the braid word of Example A. we used the convention that maps are written on the left and a positive twist is defined as a twist to the right. However in some sense, this is all unnecessary; as WC have the observation: Bcforc proving the converse we observe two easy lemmas; both of which may be proved by checking them on the gcncrators. ProojI One checks that @(A:) is the matrix t"f, + (1 -t)R, where I,, is the identity matrix and R, is the matrix whose rows are all (1, t, t*, . . . . . . , f"-I).
The lemma follows.
II Conclusion of Proof of 1.5. Exactly as in Example A. given the arc of the hypothesis, we may arrange an n-braid I/I-'a,_, II/ whose Burau matrix has the same first column as that of the identity matrix although the arcx, is moved. By 1.2 it also has the same first row as the identity matrix so that it is a block sum (1) $ M for some matrix M. Since /I($-lo,_ rI(/) satisfies 1.6 and 1.7. it follows that so does M and hence by 1.8 that M that commutes with /)(A:_ ,), where A.'_, the centre of the group generated by crz,. One may check that 5 has 106 crossings as a braid. When n = 6, it becomes feasible to compute other summands in the Jones representation, especially since the 222 rcpresentation is already computed in [33. Notice that since the 222 representation remains irreducible when restricted to B5 it follows from Schur's lemma that the braid < lies in the kernel of this representation also. However, a calculation reveals that the braid 5 is not in the kernel of the 221 I representation.
(And in particular, is not the trivial braid.) This is the only summand of the Jones representation which contributes to the Jones polynomial of the closure of this braid, since only representations whose Young diagrams have two columns contribute. It is also known (cf. [4] or [3] . for example) that the kernel of the representations of the form (n -k, k) contain the Burau kernel so that 5 lies in the kernel of these representations as well. One can also verify nontriviality directly as the closure has a 3-component nontrivial sublink coming from the first three strands; this is easily checked as one can compute its three strand Burau matrix.
To date we have found no conceptual reason why a simple arc with the required property should not exist in the complement of 3 < n r; 5 points, however some experimentation suggests that it might need to be substantially more complicated than that of 
